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Patented May 8, 1945 2,375,453 

UNITED STATES PATENT office 
2,375,453 

FEEOING DEVICE FOR AUTOMATIC 
FREARNS 

George Webb, Hartford, Conn, assignor to Colt's 
Patent. Fire Arms Manufacturing Company, 
Hartford, Conn., a corporation of Connecticut 

Application February 25, 1941, Serial No. 380,437 
(C. 89-33) 18. Cains. 

My present invention relates to feeding de 
Vices or cartridge magazines for automatic fire 
arms, and includes a method of feeding cartridges 
to automatic firearms. 

Prior to my present invention, cartridges of 
relatively large caliber, such as 37 mm... or over, 
have been fed to automatic firearms of the recoil 
type either by rigid feeder strips or flexible feed 
er strips supported upon a tray located at the 
feeding side of the gun adjacent the feed box, 
Or by articulated link feeder strips inserted in 
helical form in a box-like magazine. Such forms 
of feeders are shown and described in my co 
pending application Serial No. 325,405, filed 
March 22, 1940, and are entirely satisfactory so 
far as the functioning of the firearm is con 
cerned; but such forms offeeders necessarily in 
pose a limitation as to the number of cartridges 
which can be used for individual rounds. 
While I have mentioned the invention in con 

nection with cartridges such as 37 mm. or over, 
I Wish it to be understood that the invention 
is not to be construed as necessarily limited 
to use in connection, with such relatively large 
cartridges; but I do point out that the present 
invention is particularly well-adapted for use 
in connection with such relatively large caliber 
cartridges as will become hereinafter more ap 
parent. t 

Generally stated as to structure, the object of 
my present invention is to provide a cartridge 
feeding device or magazine which greatly in 
Creases the capacity of automatic firearms of rel 
atively large caliber to receive at one loading. or 
for individual rounds a large number of car 
tridges, while at the same time meeting the re 
quirements or limitations imposed by relatively 
small space at the feeding sides of the firearms. 

Generally stated as to method, the invention 
resides in the provision of an endless cartridge 
conveyor or carrier in the nature of an articu 
lated link belt which carries the cartridges 
through the feed channel of the feed box and 
around a portion of the feed box. so that the 
cartridges are Successively delivered into the feed 
box for charging into the gun from one side 
thereof to the other by traveling a circuitous 
path. 
The invention is well-adapted for use on air 

Craft, tanks, and field mounts of either fixed or 
flexible type, since it provides assurance against 
accidental displacement or improper feeding of 
the cartridges which might result in jamming 
during maneuvers, or operation of the firearm. 
As Will become hereinafter more apparent and 
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will be pointed out in detail, I provide a frame 
or Support to receive the cartridges and around 
which the cartridges are fed successively by an 
endless articulated link belt to the feed box for 
charging into the gun. The invention also pro 
vides, as mentioned generally above, against ac 
cidental displacement of the cartridges from the 
frame or support longitudinally of the gun, as 
well as laterally and vertically with respect there 
to during battle or othermaneuvers. 
Another and more. Specific feature of the in 

wention resides in the provision of a feeding 
mechanism or cartridge Support With an endless 
articulated link belt structure wherein the links 
are hingedly connected in Such a manner that 
a great many of the cartridge holding clips car 
ried by the links are normally, that is when the 
gun is in horizontal or substantially horizontal 
position, in upright position. So that the cartridges 
located above the gun are not subject to displace 
ment; and the provision of means for prevent 
ing accidental displacement of the cartridges in 
the other clips which are in inverted or sub 
stantially inverted position. 

Still another feature of the in Vention resides 
in the provision of means for affording inter 
changeability of different types of cartridge feed 
ers, such as the one disclosed in my present ap 
plication with those disclosed in my Said co 
pending application, Serial No. 325,405. 
The most important feature of the invention is 

the increase in the number of cartridges for a 
load, especially cartridges of relatively large cali 
ber. 
The foregoing and other objects and advan 

tages of the invention will become more appar 
ent and will be pointed out in detail during the 
course of the following description of the ac 
Companying drawings. 
In the accompanying drawings, I have shown 

the now preferred embodiment of the inven 
tion, but it Will be understood that the draw 
ings are intended for illustrative purposes. Only 
and are not to be construed as defining or lim 
iting the Scope of the invention, the claims form 
ing a part of this specification being relied upon 
for that purpose. 

In the drawings: 
Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a feeding device 

or magazine embodying the present invention ill 
lustrated as applied to an automatic firearm, a 
portion of the firearm being shown as viewed 
from the feeding Side; 

Fig. 2 is a rear elevation of the feeding de 



2 
vice or magazine of Fig. 1, with parts broken 
aWay 

Fig. 3 is a top plan view with a portion shown 
in section taken on the line 3-3 of Fig. 2; 

Fig. 4 is a view taken on the line 4-A of Fig. 3; 
Fig. 5 is a fragmentary enlarged view of links 

of the endless conveyor or cartridge carrier illus 
trating the manner of flexing; 

Fig. 6 is a top plan view on the same scale as 
Fig. 5 illustrating the connection between the 
links; and 

Fig. 7 is a fragmentary view illustrating the 
supporting means for the cartridge carrier dis 
posed in the exit end of the magazine. 

Referring to the drawings, the numeral T 
designates the bireech casing and the numeral 8 
the barrel of the gun. For a detailed description 
of the construction and operation of the charg 
ing and firing mechanism, reference may be had 
to Patent 1,525,065, granted to J. M. Browning 
on February 23, 1925, and to my co-pending 
application, Ser. No. 325,405, filed March 22, 
1940. It need only be stated for the purpose of 
comprehensive understanding of the present in 
vention that the breech end of the barrel 8 re 
coils and counter-recoils Within the casing 7 in 
accordance with the mechanism and principles 
set forth in the above identified patent and my 
said co-pending application; and that such recoil 
and counter-recoil actuates the feeding mecha 
nism, to Successively strip the cartridges from 
the endless conveyor or carrier and charge then 
into the gun after initially manually inserting 
the first cartridge into the gun and firing to effect 
the automatic functioning. 
With the foregoing in mind and reference to 

the said patent and my co-pending application, 
if necessary, and referring to the drawings in 
detail, numerals 9 and C. designate comple 
mentary parts of one Side of a C-shaped. Support 
or frame and numeras 9 and 8' designate simi 
lar parts or sections of the other side of the 
support around, which the cartridges are guided 
and fed by an endless conveyor or carrier to 
be strippad successively therefron and charged 
into the gun for firing. It is within the scope 
of the invention to have the sections or parts 
9-3 and 3'-' respectively, made as integral 
units, but in actual practice I have found it con 
venient to make the Said parts or Sections. Sepa 
rately and provide said parts at their tops with 
connectible portions which are interfitted and 
other portions which abut as at joint f, the inter 
fitting connectible portions being detachably con 
nected by a bolt . For the purpose of con 
venience, the said sections 9- ) will be herein 
after referred to generally by the reference char 
acter A, and the sections or parts 9-0 will be 
hereinafter referred to generally by the refer 
ence character B. The parts A and B constitute 
a track or guideway for the ends of the cartridges 
and are spaced apart, longitudinally of the gun 
a distance sufficient to accommodate the car 
tridges of the caliber to be fired by the gun. The 
spacing of parts or plates A and B is not made 
With meticulous exactitude relative to the 
lengths of the cartridges but just Sufficient to 
prevent accidental displacement of the car 
tridges longitudinally of the gun during maneu 
vers or manipulation of the airplanes, tanks, or 
other equipment on which the guns are mounted. 
The plates A and B which constitute the two 

sides of the frame which forms the track Or 
guideway for the cartridges are provided On 
their confronting or inner surfaces with radial 
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2,375,453 
curved ribs or flanges 3 and f4 respectively. 
The flange or rib. 3 is adapted to Support the 
noses or projectiles of the cartridges and is pref 
erably wider than the flange or rib 4 which 
supports the heads of the cartridges. As shown 
particularly in Figs. 2 and 3, the plate A is pro 
vided With a curved shallow groove 5' which 
is concentric with and adjacent flange f3. The 
path of the noses of the cartridges in passing 
around the magazine coincides with groove 5, 
the groove primarily being for the purpose of pre 
venting frictional contact between the noses of 
the cartridges and the plate A during the move 
ment of the cartridges. Curved friction-reduc 
ing grooves are also provided in plate B as shown 
at 6' and 6''. The heads of the shells or shell 
casings slidably contact plate B during their 
travel around the magazine and the concentric 
grooves | 6’, 6' reduce the area of frictional 
contact between the heads of the cartridge cases 
and said plate. The latter grooves are best 
shown in Figs. 1 and 3, the groove 6' being 
adjacent flange f4. Adjacent the lower end of 
each of the plates similar fianges 3' and 4 
are provided in spaced relation to flanges or ribs 
3 and 4 to form channels 5 and 6 in which 

the noses and heads of the cartridges are dis 
posed as they approach the feed box FB. The 
purpose of this construction will be hereinafter 
set forth in detail in connection. With the Opera 
tion of the feed mechanism. 
An endless conveyor, herein illustrated as an 

articulated link belt, is provided to carry a Suc 
cession of cartridges upwardly of, over, and down 
wardly of the feed box and therethrough for 
charging into the gun by the mechanism. Such as 
shown and described in my Said co-pending ap 
plication and in Patent 1,525,065. In actual prac 
tice, I have accomplished the successive firing of 
30 cartridges in One load on a 37 mm. auto 
matic gun, but, of course, this number may be 
increased by increasing the size of the plates A 
and B and the length of the endleSS Conveyor. 
In other words, the invention is not limited to 
the ellipsoidal shape of the feeding mechanism or 
magazine nor to any particular size or capacity. 
For instance, the plates A and B could be made 
semi-circular, or could be extended further up 
wardly of the gun or outwardly therefrom accord 
ing to the conditions or requirements of particu 
lar uSage. 
The details of construction of the flexible 

feeder or articulated link belt are shown best 
in Figs. 5 and 6 wherein the links are designated 
generally by the numeral 7. Each link Com 
prises a sheet metal strip or plate 7' bent to 
inverted U-shape and is fixedly Secured as by 
rivets 23 to a flat top or base plate 8 which is 
notched at opposite edges as indicated at 9 to co 
operate with the feeder stops in the same manner 
as shown and described in my said co-pending 
application, Serial No. 325,405. The tops 8 of 
the links are also provided with centrally lo 
cated openings 20 for engagement by a pawl on 
the feed slide 2.0', which pawl is shown and de 
scribed in detail in my said co-pending appli 
cation. The sides of the links are each cut a Way 
to provide arcuate openings or notches 2 of a 
size to accommodate the cartridges to be received 
therein, and spring clips 22 are riveted as indi 
cated at 23 to the under sides of the tops of 
the links to grip the cartridges extending trans 
versely of the links and through the notches 2. 
It will be observed that the notches 2F, being 
provided in the spaced flanges of plate T. Will 
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Serve to position the cartridges substantially 
parallel to each other when the cartridges are 
mounted in the feeder. The cartridges will also 
be positioned substantially parallel to the axis 
of the barrel of the gun. Of course, the tension 
or strength of the arms of the clips 22 is only 
Sufficient to hold the cartridges during their 
movement or travel into the feed box and permit, 
Stripping of the cartridges.therefrom by the can 
plates 24 (Fig. 4) as in my said co-pending appli 
cation. The uppermost, flat Surfaces of the cam 
plates 24 (Fig. 4) serve as guide means within 
the feed channel of the feed box for guiding 
the base plates 8 of the feeder as the feeder 
passes through the feed channel. Furthermore, 
Said Surfaces hold the feeder from downward 
movement while the cam plates successively strip 
the cartridges from the feeder as the loaded 
feeder passes into the feed channel. The ends of 
the tops of the links are provided with interfit 
ting loops provided by extensions of the tops 8. 
One end of each link is provided with a pair of 
loops 25 and the other end with a relatively wide 
loop 26, the latter being adapted to fit between 
the former on another link so that a rivet Or 
pintle 27 may be inserted therethrough to afford 
the hinge Connection of the links and endless 
belt structure. 
nates a Screw which connects the ends of the 
link Strips to form the endless articulated link 
belt. 

I Wish to Call particular atteration to the fact 
that whereas in my said co-pending application, 
Serial No. 325,405, the articulated link belt is 
composed of a plurality or series of links general 
ly similar to those forming the endless conveyor 
of my present application, an important differ 
ence resides in hingedly connecting the links at 
their tops rather than at the lower ends or ex 
trenities of the airins of the links whereby the 
structure flexes reversely in the present case to 
that in my said co-pending application. So far 
as an aware, cartridge feeding link belts of 
the articulated link type have never before been 
made to flex in the manner shown in my pres 
ent, application, that is, with the open ends or 
cartridge receiving portions of the links having 
relative opening novelinent. It should be appar 
ent that the interfitting or overlapping arms of 
the adjacent links are offset so that the arms 
at one end of one link embrace the arms of the 
Succeeding link. While the Other arms of said 
first link are embraced by the arms of the pre 
ceding link. For purposes of convenience, a feed 
er loaded with cartridges may hereinafter be re 
ferred to as a feeder assembly. 

It is important to have the articulated link belt 
so arranged and Supported relative to the fanges 
i3 and is and the channels 5 and is that the 
cartridges when located and held in the links 
will have their heads and projectiles located on 
the fianges 3 and 4 and in alignment with the 
channels 5 and 6. To this end I provide a track 
for the endless conveyor comprising curved sub 
stantially planar plates 30 on which the top 
plates 8 of the links 7 rest and along which 
the links move when actuated by functioning of 
the gun, as hereinafter described. Similar curved 
substantially planar plates 3 are arranged in 
transversely spaced relation to the plates 30 and 
extend thereabove or therebeyond for engage 
ment by the longitudinal edges of the links 7 to 
prevent shifting movement of the articulated link 
belt, when in position for operation on the maga 
zine. The position of the cartridges when in the 

In Fig. 5, the numeral 28 desig 
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magazine is illustrated in Fig. 1 by four car 
tridges C; and the feeding of the cartridges into 
and through the feed box is illustrated in Fig. 
4, wherein one of the cartridges is shown in dot 
ted lines engaging the cam plates 2 and being 
stripped from the clips 22 of the articulated link 
belt. 
The plates A and B and plates 30 and 3? may 

be held in fixed spaced relation by any suitable 
means, but I have found it convenient for the 
purposes of assembly and formation of a substan 
tially rigid and sturdy structure to provide rods 
or StrutS 33 Which extend through the said plates 
and which Italy be in the nature of elongated 
bolts or Screws. Over the said rods, I provide 
sleeves 34 between plates A and 3, shorter sleeves 
or fillers 35 between plates 39 and 3, Similar 
sleeves 36 between plates 30, and sleeves 37 be 
tween plates 3 and B. Of course, the relative 
lengths of the sleeves or fillers which serve to 
space the said plates is determined by the Size 
of the Cartridges to be fed. 
From the foregoing description, it should be 

apparent that an endless conveyor feeding device 
or magazine including supports for the ends of 
the cartridges extending above and fron One side 
of the gun to the other, an endless articulated 
link belt and a track or Support therefor con 
forming the conveyor to the curvature of the 
Supports for the ends of the cartridges, is pro 
vided as a unitary structure capable of being 
quickly attached to and detached from automatic 
firearms. It may be desirable at times to remove 
the endleSS:Conveyor feeding mechanism and 'Sub 
stitute a rigid type of feeder or the usual type 
of magazine feeder. I, therefore, prefer to uti 
lize the same type of attaching and detaching 
nechanism as shown in Enly said co-pending ap 
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plication, Serial No. 325,405, so that the different 
types of feeding mechanisins may beinterchanged 
without difficulty. To this end, a plate 38 is at 
tached by suitable means to each of the plates A 
and 3 at corresponding ends thereof. These 
plates carry Spring latches 39 which engage fixed 
latches 40 rigidly secured to the feed box. By 
depressing the plunger 4, the latches 33 and 4 
may be readily disengaged. A plate 42 is Con 
nected between the plates A and B. adjacent the 
ends thereof opposite the ends carrying the 
latches 39. This plate has arms 3 which fit be 
tween brackets , and openings are provided 
through the plates A and B, the ends of the plate 
-42, and the arms 43 and brackets 4, to receive 
pins 45 serving to further detachably Secure the 
feeding mechanism to the firearn) in a nanner 
Similar to that shown and described in my said 
co-pending application. 
As the links of the belt or feeder pass from the 

magazine to the feed channel of the gun, their 
longitudinal edges are guided in grooves 46 on 
plate 46 of the magazine (see Fig. 7). 

In the magazine illustrated in my said co 
pending application, Serial No. 325,405, I have 
provided a device which assures the flexible feed 
er being accurately positioned in the magazine, 
I have illustrated iri the accompanying draw 
ings a similar device consisting of a pivot pin 50 
mounted between and Supported by plates A aid 
B. Springs 5 and 52 serve to bias the pivot pin 
and the fingers 53 and 54 attached thereto in a 
-clockwise direction. The fingers 53 and 5d extend 
down through Openings 55 and 56 in plate 37 and 
successively engage between tWO of the cartridges, 
as shown in Fig. 4. As in any Said COrpending ap 
plication, the purpose of this arrangement is to 
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accurately position the feeder assembly relative 
to the charging mechanism by assuring that the 
foremost cartridge in the direction of feeding will 
be located in proper position to be charged into 
the gun, and the foremost link of the feeder Will 
be definitely and properly located with respect to 
the feed actuating mechanism of the gun. It has 
been found that, due to the weight of the feeder 
assembly while passing around the magazine, 
when the feeder is momentarily halted after 
stripping a cartridge from the same incident to 
each successive reloading of the breech of the 
gun, a certain amount of backlash is introduced 
into the feeder resulting in a tendency for the 
portion of the feeder assembly adjacent the en 
trance of the feed channel to move in a direction 
reverse to the normal feeding direction. The 
provision of the fingers 53 and 54 prevents the 
occurrence of detrimental backlash of this na 
ture. A handle 57 is attached to the pin 5) so 
that the fingers 53 and 54 may be raised from 
engagement between the cartridges to permit 
movement of the endless cartridge belt fron 
right to left, if desired. 
As has been previously mentioned, the chan 

nels f 5 and 6 retain the cartridges against ac 
cidental displacement as the links and the clips 
carried thereby move into inverted position, that 
is, as they approach the feed channel of the 
feed box. I preferably provide at the other 
side of the frame or support a detachable plate 
58 having a straight portion extending Sub 
stantially to the feed channel and fitting into 
a groove or slot 58' Suitably provided in the 
inner side of each plate A and B. The curved 
portion of the plate conforms to the curvature 
of the lower parts of the plates A and B and is 
suitably secured thereto by any detachable 
fastening elements such as screws 59 which pass 
through ears 59 formed on plate 58. Obviously 
this plate 58 provides the same assurance against 
accidental displacement of the cartridges at the 
right-hand side of the feed channel, and al 
though the clips at this point are shown empty 
since the cartridges which they contained have 
been fired, when the belt is completely filled 
there are cartridges located at this point where 
the clips are in partly inverted position. Thus 
provision is made against accidental displace 
ment of the cartridges at both sides of the gun, 
and, of course, it is obvious that the clips above 
the channels 5 and 6 and the plate 58 are 
either in upright or Substantially upright posi 
tion. Furthermore, the endless belt is loaded 
from the right-hand side and the plate 58 may 
be removed readily and quickly replaced in ac 
complishing complete loading of the feeder. 

It should be apparent from the foregoing that 
the invention affords a very valuable contribu 
tion in connection with the efficiency of auto 
matic firearms, especially, although not neces 
Sarily, automatic firearms of relatively large 
caliber since it greatly increases the number of 
cartridges to a load. Furthermore, the feeding 
device or magazine can be safely and easily 
operated either on airplahes, tanks, or flexible 
field mountS Since the cartridges are held against 
accidental displacement during maneuvers. 
What I claim is: 
1. Cartridge feeding mechanism comprising 

in combination, an automatic firearm having a 
transverse feed channel therein and mecha 
nism operable upon the functioning of the fire 
arm to feed a loaded cartridge feeder through 
said feed channel, a magazine comprising Sub 
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stantially parallel front and rear plate-like 
members connected to said firearm, a plurality 
of Struts extending between and connected to 
said members to maintain them in fixed spaced 
relationship longitudinally of said firearm, rela 
tively Spaced cartridge supporting means dis 
posed between and respectively associated with 
said members to provide surfaces respectively 
adapted to slidably engage the opposite ends 
of cartridges to Support the same and define 
a path of movement therefor, said Supporting 
means extending around a portion of the firearm 
approximately from one end of the feed channel 
of the firearm to the other, a flexible articulated 
link endless feeder, means on the feeder adapted 
to detachably hold a plurality of cartridges 
in substantially parallel relationship, and feed 
er guide means supported by said struts between 

20 

30 

said supporting means in spaced relationship 
thereto but substantially coextensive in length 
there with in the direction of movement of the 
cartridges in the magazine, Said feeder guide 
means being provided with Surfaces adapted to 
be slidably engaged by said feeder to Support 
and maintain the links of Said feeder in proper 
alignment whereby cartridges when mounted in 
said links are maintained in parallel relationship 
and with their axes substantially at right angles 
to their path of movement in the magazine. 

2. Cartridge feeding mechanism compris 
ing in combination, an automatic firearm hav 
ing a transverse feed channel therein and 
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mechanism operable upon the functioning of 
the firearm to feed a loaded cartridge feeder 
through said feed channel, a magazine compris 
ing substantially parallel front and rear plate 
like members approximately C-shaped and Con 
nected adjacent their free ends to Said firearm, 
a plurality of struts extending between and con 
nected to said members to maintain them in 
fixed spaced relationship longitudinally of Said 
firearm, relatively spaced cartridge Supporting 
means disposed between and respectively aSSO 
ciated with said members to provide Surfaces 
respectively adapted to slidably engage the Op 
posite ends of cartridges to support the Same 
and define a path of movement therefor, Said 
Supporting means extending around a portion 
of the firearm approximately from one end of 
the feed channel of the firearm to the other, a 
flexible articulated-link endless feeder, means 
on the feeder adapted to detachably hold a 
plurality of cartridges in Substantially parallel 
relationship, and feeder guide means Supported 
by Said struts between Said Supporting means 
in spaced relationship thereto but substantially 
Coextensive in length thereWith in the direction 
of movement of the cartridges in the magazine, 
Said feeder guide means being provided with 
Surfaces adapted to be slidably engaged by Said 
feeder to Support and maintain the links of 
said feeder in proper alignment whereby car 
tridges When mounted in Said links are main 
tained in parallel relationship and with their 
axes substantially at right angles to their path 
of movement in the magazine. 

3. Cartridge feeding mechanism connprising in 
combination, an automatic firearm having a 
tranSVerse feed channel therein and mechanism 
operable upon the functioning of the firearm to 
feed a loaded cartridge feeder through said feed 
Channel, a magazine connprising Substantially 
parallel front and rear plate-like members ap 
proximately C-shaped and connected adjacent 
their free ends to Said firearm, a plurality of 
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struts extending between and connected to said 
members to maintain them in fixed spaced rela 
tionship longitudinally of said firearm, relatively 
Spaced cartridge Supporting means disposed be 
tween and respectively associated with said mem 
bers to provide surfaces respectively adapted to 
slidably engage the opposite ends of cartridges 
to Support the Same and define a path of move 
ment therefor, Said Supporting means extending 
around a portion of the firearm approximately 
from One end of the feed channel of the firearm 
to the other, a fiexible articulated-link endless 
feeder, means on thefeeder adapted to detachably 
hold a plurality of cartridges in Substantially 
parallel relationship, and feeder Supporting and 
guide means supported by said struts between 
Said cartridge supporting means in Spaced rela 
tionship thereto, Said feeder guide means Com 
prising spaced substantially planar C-shaped 
members coextensive in length with the major 
portion of said cartridge Supporting means in 
the direction of movement of the cartridges in 
the magazine and respectively presenting op 
posed surfaces adapted to be slidably engaged 
oy said feeder to maintain the links of Said feed 
er in proper alignment whereby cartridges When 
mounted in said links are maintained in parallel 
relationship and with their axes Substantially at 
right angles to their path of movement in the 
magazine. 

4. Cartridge feeding mechanism comprising in 
combination, an automatic firearm having a 
transverse feed channel therein and mechanism 
operable upon the functioning of the firearm to 
feed a loaded cartridge feeder through. Said feed 
channel, a magazine comprising Substantially 
parallel front and rear plate-like members con 
nected to said firearm and also comprising means 
maintaining said members in fixed Spaced rela 
tionship longitudinally of said firearm, relatively 
spaced cartridge supporting means disposed be 
tween and respectively associated with Said men 
bers to provide surfaces respectively adapted to 
slidably engage the opposite ends of cartridges 
to support the same and prevent appreciable 
movement of the cartridges in a direction normal 
to said surfaces and also define a path of move 
ment for the cartridges, said Supporting means 
extending approximately from one end to the 
other of the path of movement of the cartridges 
in the magazine, a flexible articulated-link feeder 
provided with spaced substantially parallel 
aligned flanges extending from Said linkS. and 
defining a ehannel, the flanges of each link being 
respectively provided with a notch extending in 
ward from the free edge thereof and in trans 
verse alignment with the notch of the opposed 
fiange to provide means in each link adapted to 
receive a cartridge, cartridge retaining means 
carried by each link and adapted to detachably 
hold a cartridge in said notches in parallel rela" 
tionship with cartridges in adjoining links, where 
by cartridges may be inserted in the notches 
of said feeder from the exterior of the maga 
zine, and feeder guide means mounted between 
said supporting means in Spaced relationship 
thereto but substantially coextensive in length 
therewith in the direction of movement of the 
cartridges in the magazine, said feeder guide 
means being provided with Surfaces adapted to 
be slidably engaged by said feeder to Support 
it and also to maintain the links of Said feeder in 
proper alignment whereby cartridges When 
mounted in said links are maintained in parallel 
relationship and with their axes Substantially at 

S 
right angles to their path of movement in the 
magazine. 

5. Cartridge feeding mechanism comprising in 
Combination, an automatic firearm having a 
transverse feed channel therein and mechanism 
operable upon the functioning of the firearm to 
feed a loaded cartridge feeder through said feed 
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channel, a magazine comprising Substantially 
parallel front and rear plate-like meringers ap 
proximately C-shaped and connected adjacent 
their free ends to said firearm, the intermediate 
portions of said members projecting upWard from 
said firearm, means connected to said members 
to maintain them in fixed Spaced relationship 
longitudinally of Said firearm, relatively Spaced 
cartridge supporting means disposed between and 
respectively associated with said members to pro 
wide Surfaces respectively adapted to Slidably 
engage the opposite ends of cartridges to Sup 
port the same and also define a path of nove 
ment for the cartridges, said Supporting means 
extending around the upper portion of the fire 
arm approximately from one end of the feed 
channel of the firearm to the other, a flexible 
articulated-link endleSS feeder provided with 
spaced substantially parallel aligned fanges ex 
tending from said links and defining a channel 
in the feeder opening outWard to Ward the perin 
eter of Said magazine, the flanges On each link 
being respectively provided with a notch extend 
ing inward from the free edge thereof and in 
transverse alignment. With the notch Cf the op 
posite flange to provide means in each link adapt 
ed to receive a cartridge, cartridge retaining 
means carried by each link and adapted to de 
tachably hold a cartridge in Said notches in par 
allel relationship with cartridges in adjoining 
links, whereby cartridges may be inserted in the 
notches of said feeder from the exterior of the 
upper portion of said magazine, and feeder guide 
means mounted between said Supporting means in 
spaced relationship thereto but substantially co 
extensive in length thereWith in the direction of 
movement of the cartridges in the magazine, Said 
feeder guide means being provided with Surfaces 
adapted to be slidably engaged by, Said feeder to 
support and maintain the links of Said feeder in 
proper alignment whereby cartridges when 
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mounted in said links are maintained in parallel 
relationship and with their axes Substantially at 
right angles to their path of movement in the 
magazine. 

6. Cartridge feeding mechanism comprising in 
combination, an automatic firearm having a 
transverse feed channel therein and mechanism 
operable upon the functioning of the firearm to 
feed a loaded cartridge feeder through Said feed 
channel, a magazine comprising Substantially 
parallel front, and rear plate-like members ap 
proximately C-shaped and connected adjacent 
their free ends to said firearm, the intermediate 
portions of said members projecting upward from 
said firearm, means connected to Said members 
to maintain them in fixed Spaced relationship 
longitudinally of said firearm, relatively Spaced 
cartridge supporting means disposed betWeen and 
respectively associated with Said members to pro 
vide surfaces respectively adapted to slidably en 
gage the opposite ends of cartridges to Support 
the same and aiso define a path of movement for 
the cartridges, said. Supporting means extending 
around the upper portion of the firearm approxi 
mately from one end of the feed channel of the 
firearm to the other, a flexible articulated-link 
endless feeder provided with Spaced Substantially 
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parallel aligned flanges extending from said links 
and defining a channel in the feeder. Opening 
OutWard toward the perimeter of Said magazine, 
the fanges on each link being respectively pro 
vided with a notch extending in Ward fron the 
free edge thereof and in transverse alignment 
with the notch of the opposite flange to provide 
means in each link adapted to receive a cartridge, 
cartridge retaining means carried by each link, 
and adapted to detachably hold a Cartridge in 
Said notches in parallel relationship With car 
tridges in adjoining links, whereby cartridges 
may be inserted in the notches Of Said feeder 
from the exterior of the upper portion of Said 
magazine, feeder guide means mounted between 
said supporting means in spaced relationship 
thereto but substantially coextensive in length 
thereWith in the direction of movement of the 
cartridges in the magazine, Said feeder guide 
means being provided with surfaces adapted to 
be slidably engaged by said feeder to Support 
and maintain the links of Said feeder in proper 
alignment whereby cartridges when mounted in . 
said links are maintained in parallel relationship 
and with their axes substantially at right angles 
to their path of movement in the magazine, and 
supplementary cartridge supporting and guide 
means carried by the lower portions of said plate 
like members and cooperating with Said first 
mentioned cartridge. Supporting means to define 
opposed guide chanels adapted to respectively a C 
commodate the opposite ends of cartridges to 
prevent accidental removal of said cartridges 
from the notches of said feeder While said car 
tridges are moving through the lower portion of 
Said magazine. 

7. Cartridge feeding mechanism comprising in 
combination, an automatic firearn having a 
transverse feed channel therein and mechanism 
operable upon the functioning of the firearm to 
feed a loaded cartridge feeder through Said feed 
channel, a magazine comprising Substantially 
parallel front and rear plate-like members ap 
proximately C-shaped and connected adjacent 
their free ends to said firearm, the intermediate 
portions of said members projecting upWard from 
said firearm, means connected to Said members 
to maintain them in fixed spaced relationship 
longitudinally of said firearm, relatively spaced 
cartridge supporting means comprising Similar 
flanges respectively carried by and extending 
inward from said members to provide Surfaces 
respectively adapted to slidably engage the Op 
posite ends of cartridges to support the same 
and also define a path of movement for the car 
tridges, said flanges extending around the upper 
portion of the firearm approximately from One 
end of the feed channel of the firearm to the 
other, a flexible articulated-link endless feeder 
provided with spaced substantially parallel 
aligned flanges extending from Said links and 
defining a channel in the feeder opening outward 
toward the perimeter of said magazine, the 
flanges on each link being respectively provided 
With a notch extending in Ward from the free 
edge thereof and in transverse alignment With 
the notch of the opposite flange to provide means 
in each link adapted to receive a cartridge, Car 
tridge retaining means carried by each link and 
adapted to detachably hold a cartridge in Said 
notches in parallel relationship with cartridges 
in adjoining links, whereby cartridges may be 
inserted in the notches of said feeder from the 
exterior of the upper portion of Said magazine, 
feeder guide means mounted between Said Sup 
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2,375,453 
porting means in Spaced relationship thereto, but 
Substantially coextensive in length theireWith in 
the direction of movement of the cartridges in 
the magazine, Said feeder guide means being pro 
Vided with surfaces adapted to be slidably en 
gaged by Said feeder to Support, and maintain 
the links of said feeder in proper alignment 
Whereby cartridges when mounted in said links 
are maintained in parallel relationship and With 
their axes substantially at right angles to their 
path of movement in the magazine, and supple 
mentary cartridge. Supporting and guide means 
carried by the slower portions of Said plate-like 
members in Substantially evenly spaced relation 
ship to and normally below said supporting 
flanges to define opposed guide channels at oppo 
site sides of said firearm adapted to respective 
ly accommodate the opposite ends of cartridges 
to prevent accidental removal of Said cartridges 
from the notches of said feeder while said car 
tridges are moving through the lower portion of 
the magazine. 

8. Cartridge feeding mechanism comprising in 
combination, an automatic firearm having a 
transverse feed channel therein and mechanism 
to feed a loaded cartridge feeder through Said 
channel, a magazine comprising substantially C 
shaped parallel front and rear plates Spaced on 
gitudinally of the firearm and connected at their 
respective ends to opposite sides of the firearm 
adjacent the feed channel, the intermediate por 
tion of each of said plates being disposed above 
the firearm, a cartridge, guide flange projecting 
laterally from the inner face of each plate, said 
fianges extending around a portion of the firearm 
approximately from one side of the firearm to the 
other side and adapted to respectively engage the 
opposite ends of cartridges to Support the same, 
an endless flexible feeder mounted for movement 
between said plates around a portion of said fire 
arm and through said feed channel, a plurality 
of substantially U-shaped cartridge holding clips 
secured to Said feeder and opening outward 
thereof as it passes around said portion of the 
firearm and through Said feed channel, and 
means extending between Said plates and Spaced 
Substantially evenly from and normally below 
said first-mentioned flanges, said last mentioned 
means being partially co-extensive with Said 
guide flanges and removably secured to Said 
plates adjacent the lowermost edges thereof at 
the exit end of the feed channel of the firearm 
to form a channel and prevent removal of cal'- 
tridges from the U-shaped recesses while the 
cartridges are moving through Said channel and 
permit complete loading of the magazine when 
said last mentioned means is removed. 

9. Cartridge feeding mechanism comprising in 
combination, an automatic firearm having a 
transverse feed channel therein and mechanism 
operable upon the functioning of the firearm to 
feed a loaded cartridge feeder through said feed 
channel, a magazine comprising Substantially 
parallel front and rear plate-like members ap 
proximately C-shaped and connected adjacent 
their free ends to said firearm, the intermediate 
portions of Said members projecting upward 
from said firearm, means connected to said mem 
bers to maintain them in fixed Spaced relation 
ship longitudinally of said firearm, relatively 
spaced cartridge supporting means comprising 
Similar flanges respectively carried by and ex 
tending inward from said members to provide 
Surfaces respectively adapted to slidably engage 
the opposite ends of cartridges to Support the 
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Same and also define a path of movement for the 
cartridges, said flanges extending around the up 
per portion of the firearm approximately from 
One end of the feed channel of the firearm to the 
other, a flexible articulated-link endless feeder 
provided with spaced substantially parallel 
aligned flanges extending from said links and 
defining a channel in the feeder opening outward 
toward the perimeter of said magazine, the 
flanges on each link being respectively provided 
with a notch extending inward from the free 
edge thereof and in transverse alignment with 
the notch of the opposite fange to provide means 
in each link adapted to receive a cartridge, cal'. 
tridge retaining means carried by each link and 
adapted to detachably hold a cartridge in Said 
notches in parallel relationship with cartridges in 
adjoining links, whereby cartridges may be in 
serted in the notches of said feeder from the ex 
terior of the upper portion of Said magazine, 
feeder guide means mounted between Said Sup 
porting means in spaced relationship thereto but 
substantially coextensive in length thereWith in 
the direction of movement of the cartridges, in 
the magazine, said feeder guide means being pro 
vided with surfaces adapted to be slidably en 
gaged by said feeder to support and maintain the 
links of said feeder in proper alignment. Whereby 
cartridges when mounted in Said links are main 
tained in parallel relationship and with their 
axes substantially at right angles to their path 
of movement in the magazine, and Supplemen 
tary cartridge supporting and guide means car 
ried by and extending between the lower portions. 
of said plate-like members in Substantially evenly 
spaced relationship to and normally below Said 
supporting flanges to define opposed guide chan 
nels at opposite sides of the firearm adapted to 
respectively accommodate the opposite ends of 
cartridges to prevent accidental removal of Said 
cartridges from the notches of said feeder while 
said cartridges are moving through the lower por 
tion of the magazine, said supplementary means 
adjacent the exit end of the feed channel of the 
firearm being readily removable to permit loading 
of the feeder with its full complement of car 
tridgeS. s 

10. A cartridge magazine adapted to be 
mounted on an automatic firearm adjacent the 
feed channel thereof and contain a plurality of 
cartridges for successive feeding to said fire 
arm, said magazine comprising in combination, 
a frame-like structure comprising substantially 
parallel spaced plates adapted to be mounted on 
said firearm, a cartridge Support comprising a 
curved flange extending inward from each plate 
and adapted to extend around a portion of Said 
firearm from one end of said feed channel to the 
other, said fianges being spaced from each other 
in a direction normal to said plates and adapted 
to be respectively engaged by the opposite ends 
of cartridges to be contained in the magazine, 
means connecting said plates to maintain them in 
fixed spaced relationship, the Space between the 
adjacent surfaces of Said plates amounting at 
least to the length of the cartridges to be con 
tained in said magazine, and a curved guide 
adapted to receive and support a flexible articul 
lated-link cartridge feeder and mounted between 
said plates in spaced relationship to and be 
tween said curved flanges and adapted to extend 
around said portion of Said firearn substantially 
from one end of said feed channel to the other, 
said feeder guide and support comprising a plu 
rality of spaced curved substantially flat and 
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7 
parallel plates defining the sides of an open 
faced channel-like Way and providing opposed 
surfaces adapted to respectively slidably engage 
opposite Surfaces of said cartridge feeder links 
When mounted in Said Way to maintain the links 
of said feeder in proper alignment therein, 

11. A cartridge magazine adapted to be 
mounted on an automatic firearm adjacent the 
feed channel thereof and contain a plurality of 
cartridges for successive feeding to said firearm, 
said magazine. comprising in combination, a 
frame-like structure comprising Substantially 
parallel Spaced plates adapted to be mounted on 
said firearm, a cartridge Support Comprising a 
curved flange extending inward from each plate 
and adapted to extend around a portion of Said 
firearm from One end of said feed Channel to the 
other, said flanges being spaced from each other 
in a direction normal to said plates and adapted 
to be respectively engaged by the opposite ends of 
cartridges to be contained in the magazine, 
means connecting said plates and maintaining 
them in fixed spaced relationship, the Space be 
tWeen the adjacent Surfaces. Of Said plates. 
amounting at least to the length of the car 
tridges to be contained in Said magazine, and a 
curved guide and support for a cartridge feeder 
mounted between said plates in Spaced relation 
ship to and between said curved flanges and com 
prising a plurality of spaced curved Substantially 
flat and parallel plates adapted to extend around 
said portion of said firearm substantially from 
one end of said feed channel to the other, cer 
tain of said curved plates being adapted to di 
rectly engage and support the feeder and certain 
other of said curved plates extending OutWard 
beyond the outer edges of Said first-mentioned 
curved plates and adapted to engage the respec 
tive outer edges of a cartridge feeder to limit 
movement of said feeder in a direction substan 
tially normal to the plane of Said curved plates. 

12. A cartridge magazine adapted to be 
mounted on an automatic firearm adjacent the 
feed channel thereof and contain a plurality of 
cartridges for successive feeding to Said firearm, 
said magazine comprising in combination, a 
frame-like structure comprising substantially 
parallel spaced plates adapted to be mounted on 
said firearm, a cartridge Support comprising, a 
curved flange extending inward from each plate 
and adapted to extend around a portion of Said 
firearm from one end of Said feed channel to 
the other, said flanges being Spaced from each 
other in a direction normal to said plates and 
adapted to be respectively engaged by the oppo 
site ends of cartridges to be contained in the 
magazine, means connecting Said plates and 
maintaining them in fixed Spaced relationship, 
the space between the adjacent surfaces of Said 
plates amounting at least to the length of the 
cartridges to be contained in Said magazine, and 
a curved guide and support for a cartridge feeder 
mounted between said plates in Spaced relation 
ship to and between said curved flanges and 
comprising a plurality of spaced curved substan 
tially flat and parallel plates connected for Sup 
port to said first mentioned plate connecting 
means and adapted to extend around Said pol 
tion of said firearm substantially from One end of 
said feed channel to the other, certain. Of Said 
curved plates being adapted to directly engage 
and support the feeder and certain other of Said 
curved plates extending outward beyond the out 
er edges of said first-mentioned curved plates 
and adapted to engage the outer edges of a car 
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tridge feeder to limit movement of Said feeder 
in a direction substantially normal to the plane 
of said curved plates. 

3. A cartridge magazine adapted to be mount 
ed on an automatic firearm adjacent the feed 
channel thereof and contain a plurality of car 
tridges for successive feeding to said firearn, Said 
magazine comprising in Combination, a frame 
like structure comprising substantially parallel 
spaced plates adapted to be mounted on said fire 
arm, a cartridge Support comprising a curved 
flange extending inward from each plate and 
adapted to extend around a portion of Said fire 
arm from One end of the Said feed channel to 
the other, said fianges being Spaced from each 
other. in a direction normal to Said plates and 
adapted to be respectively engaged by the Oppo 
site ends of cartridges to support the same when 
contained in the magazine, means connecting Said 
plates and maintaining them in fixed Spaced re 
lationship, a guide and support for a cartridge 
feeder mounted between said plates in Spaced re 
lationship to said curved flanges, a Supplementary 
flange extending inward from each plate adjacent 
the normally lower edge thereof in substantially 
evenly Spaced relationship to and partially co 
extensive with and normally below Said first-men 
tioned flanges to form guide channels adapted to 
be disposed adjacent one end of the feed channel 
of the firearm for preventing removal of car 
tridges from the magazine in a direction normal to 
the plane of the path of movement of cartridges 
through said channels When the cartridges are 
disposed therein, and renovable plate-like means 
disposed between said plates adjacent the nor 
mally lower edges thereof and in substantially 
evenly spaced relationship to and normally below 
said first-mentioned flanges to form a Supple 
mentary guide channel adapted to be disposed 
adjacent the other end of Said feed channel, Said 
plate-like means being partially co-extensive With 
said first-mentioned flanges and normally pre 
venting removal of cartridges from Said Supple 
nentary guide channel in a direction normal to , 
the plane thereof when cartridges are passing 
therethrough but said plate-like means when re 
noved from Said plates permitting full loading of 
the magazine with cartridges. 

14. A cartridge magazine adapted to be mount 
ed on an automatic firearm adjacent the feed 
channel thereof and contain a plurality of car 
tridges for successive feeding to said firearm, said 
magazine comprising in combination, a frame 
like Structure Comprising Substantially parallel 
spaced plates adapted to be mounted on said fire 
arm, a cartridge Support comprising a curved 
flange extending inward from each plate and 
adapted to extend around a portion of said fire 
airn from one end of the Said feed channel to the 
other, said flanges being spaced from each other 
in a direction normal to Said plates and adapted 
to be respectively engaged by the opposite ends 
of cartridges to be contained in the magazine, 
means connecting Said plates and nilaintaining 
then in fixed Spaced relationship, a guide and 
support for a cartridge feeder mounted between 
Said plates in Spaced relationship to Said curved 
flanges, removable plate-like means disposed be 
tween said plates adjacent the normally lower 
edge thereof in Substantially evenly Spaced rela 
tionship to and partially co-extensive with and 
normally below Said fanges to form a guide chan 
nel adapted to be disposed adjacent the exit end 
of said feed channel of said firearm to prevent 
removal of cartridges from said guide channel 
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in a direction normal to the plane thereof When 
cartridges are passing therethrough, and means 
on the inner side of each of said plates adapted 
to releasably maintain said plate-like means in 
operative position in the magazine and permit 
ready, removal of the plate-like means, whereby 
the portion of the magazine normally adjacent 
the exit end of the feed channel may be fully 
loaded with cartridgeS. 

i5. An articulated-link cartridge feeder adapt 
ed to pass around a guideway of a magazine and 
thorugh the feed channel of an automatic fire 
arm and also adapted to be joined at its ends to 
form an endless feeder, said feeder comprising in 

- combination, a plurality of Similar Substantially 
U-shaped link members hingedly connected ad 
jacent the base of each U-shaped member where 
by the legs of the U-shaped members comprise 
spaced flanges defining a Substantially continuous 
flexible channel opening outward when the ends 
of the feeder are joined, a cartridge receiving 
notch formed in the free outer edge of each flange 
of each U-shaped member, the notches in the Op 
posed fanges of each member being in alignment 
transversely of the longitudinal axis of the feeder, 
and means fixed to each member and adapted 
to releasably hold a cartridge positioned in the 
notches of the flanges of each member, Said 
means being disposed in each member between 
Said flangeS. 

6. An articulated-ink cartridge feeder adapt 
ed to pass around a guideway of a magazine and 
through the feed channel of an automatic fire 
arm and also adapted to be joined at itS ends to 
form an endless feeder, said feeder comprising 
in combination, a plurality of similar Substan 
tially U-shaped link membershingedly connected 
together adjacent the base of each U-shaped 
member whereby the legs of the U-shaped men 
bers comprise Spaced flanges defining a substan 
tially continuous flexible channel opening Out 
ward When the ends of the feeder are joined, the 
adjacent edge portions of the legs of each of the 
U-shaped inenbers being formed and adapted 
to overie each other when the feeder is disposed 
in a Substantially Straight line, a cartridge re 
ceiving notch formed in the free Outer edge of 
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each fange of each U-shaped member, and 
means fixed to each U-Shaped member and 
adapted to releasably hold a cartridge positioned 
in the notches of the flanges of each member. 

i.7. An articulated-link cartridge feeder adapt 
ed to paSS around a guideway of a magazine and 
through the feed channel of an automatic firearm 
and also adapted to be joined at its ends to form 
an endleSS feeder, Said feeder comprising in com 
bination, a plurality of hingedly connected plates 
forming an endless flexible band of substantially 
uniforn. Width, each of Said plates having means 
adapted to cooperate with feeder Supporting and 
guide means in the feed channel of the firearm, 
a Substantially U-shaped member joined at its 
base to each plate and the legs of each U-shaped 
member respectively comprising a flange disposed 
Substantially parallel to the free edge of the plate 
adjacent thereto, the outer edge of each fiange 
being provided with a cartridge receiving notch 
Opening OutWard of the feeder when the ends 
of the feeder are joined, and means carried by 
each member and adapted to releasably hold a 
cartridge positioned in the notches of each men 
ber. 

18. An articulated-link cartridge feeder adapt 
ed to paSS around a guideway of a magazine and 
through the feed channel of an automatic firearm 
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and also adapted to be joined at its ends to form 
an endless feeder, said feeder comprising in Com 
bination, a plurality of hingedly connected plates 
forming an endless flexible band of substantially 
uniform width, a Substantially U-shaped member 
joined at its base to each plate and the legs of 
each U-shaped member respectively comprising 
a flange disposed Substantially parallel to and 
spaced in Ward from the free edge of the plate 
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adjacent thereto, the Outer edge of each flange 
being provided with a cartridge receiving notch 
opening outward of the feeder when the ends of 
the feeder are joined, and means connected to 
each U-shaped member and adapted to releasably 
engage a cartridge to hold said cartridge posi 
tioned in the notches of the flanges of Said U 
shaped member, 
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